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The coupled cluster method restricted to single and double excitations (CCSD) is considered for 
the case of a spin restricted Hartree-Fock open shell reference determinant. A spin-orbital 
based formulation, in which the cluster operator spans exactly the minimal first order interacting 
space, is presented, and computationally optimal working equations are given. In the limit of a 
large number of closed shell orbitals, the cost is identical to that of an optimum treatment of an 
equivalent closed shell problem, which is obtained as a special case of the formulation presented. 
The theory is applied to the calculation of a number of diatomic potential energy functions and 
compared with spin-unrestricted theory. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

There has been considerable interest in using the cou
pled cluster (CC) ansatz l ,2 

(1) 

as a means for generating approximate molecular elec
tronic wave functions. The reference wave function '110 is 
usual!] a single Slater determinant, while the cluster oper
ator T is usually taken to be a linear combination of spin
orbital excitation operators, which may be grouped accord
ing to the numbers of spin orbitals excited 

N 

T= I TI , (2) 
1=1 

T1= I/fiai' 
ia 

(3) 

In the above, i.j.k •... label spin orbitals which are occupied 
in '110 • while a.b.c •... label unoccupied spin orbitals. ea; 

=atj are the usual spin-orbital excitation operators. which 
replace spin orbital <Pi by <Pa. Often Eq. (2) is truncated to 
TI + T2 , yielding the CC singles and doubles (CCSD) an
satz; the physical justification lies in the fact that T 1 + T 2 

spans the space of functions which interact with '110 

through the two body Hamiltonian. 
In standard CC theory, equations which determine the 

cluster amplitudes Ia and lib follow by projecting the 
Schrodinger equation on the left with '110 • ea;'IIO• ea!bj'llo. 

('110 1 en -E)exp( i') 1 '110> =0. 

('110 1 eiaCH -E)expCh 1 '110> =0. 

('110 1 ei~jb(n -E)expCh 1 '110> =0. 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

The efficient solution of these equations is now a well un
derstood problem.3,4 

When '110 is a closed shell determinant which is a basis 
for all symmetries present in the exact electronic wave 
function and consists of pairs of equivalent a and f3 spin 
orbitals. it is straightforward to formulate the CCSD the
ory entirely spin free; the excitation operators eai can with
out approximation be replaced by their spin summed coun
terparts 

A 

Eai=eai+eaT. (7) 

where e(jiis supposed to make the excitation <pr-+<p~ and eaT 
excites ¢II -+ ¢It. This leads to considerable savings in the 
computational costs of solving Eqs. (4)-( 6).5-8 

For open shell systems, however, the situation is some
what more complicated. One avenue of approach is to sim
ply apply the spin-orbital based theory using the spin un
restricted Hartree-Fock (UHF) function as '110 •9,10 

However, it is well known that the problems associated 
with the fact that the UHF reference function is not a spin 
eigenfunction can become magnified when electron corre
lation effects are introduced by M011er-Plesset perturba
tion theory. 11 This effect is likely to be less important for 
coupled cluster wave functions and can be further reduced 
by the use of a spin restricted Hartree-Fock (RHF) '110 

(Refs. 12 and 13); however, even in that case. the operator 
T does not commute with the spin squared §2 and so the 
CC wave function is spin contaminated. Note that this 
problem also arises in the equivalent linear configuration 
interaction theory if the space spanned by the functions 
ea!bj 1 '110> is used as a basis; this is due to the fact that for 
high-spin. open shell cases. this space does not include all 
possible Slater determinants of given M s which arise from 
a particular occupancy of spatial orbitals. For instance. in 
a three electron case with reference function 1 <piq/f<p'2I, the 
determinant 1 <p~<pu41 is a triple excitation and is not in
cluded in the first order interacting space. This function 
would be necessary. however. to generate one of the two 
possible doublet spin eigenfunctions together with the de
terminants 1 ¢It<Ph<P'21 and 1 <p~q/f,<p'2I. A quartet spin con
tamination arises if the latter two Slater determinants have 
coefficients of different magnitude. As will be shown in Sec. 
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III, this spin contamination can be easily avoided by using 
the proper minimal first order interacting space, or, equiv
alently, by applying appropriate projection operators to the 
residual vector. 

Even for cases in which the linear terms in the config
uration expansion give a spin eigenfunction, it is the pres
ence of higher powers of T which can introduce spin con
tamination in a nontrivial way. In fact, the spin 
contamination problem is not as bad as it might seem at 
first; as discussed by Rittby and Bartlett12 and Scuseria,13 
the contributions of the spin contaminated parts of the 
wave function t<;? the energy are automatically projected 
away by ('I'o! (H-E) in Eq. (4), provided '1'0 is a spin 
eigenfunction. Nevertheless, spin contamination does have 
an effect on the energy through angular momentum recou
pling that arises in powers of the l' operator. The same 
spin contamination behavior is seen also in some perturba
tion theories based on a RHF '1'0,14,15 and also in UHF 
perturbation theories which involve explicit spin projec
tors. 16,17 

Another undesirable feature of spin-orbital based 
CCSD is the cost, which is a factor of about 3 greater than 
an equivalent closed shell spin coupled formulation. 13 Par
ticularly when dealing with large molecules consisting 
mostly of doubly occupied orbitals which have little inter
action with the open shell, it seems unacceptable to be 
unable to advantageously exploit spin pairing in any way. 

An alternative approach is to attempt to use a spin 
symmetry adapted approach throughout. Instead of using 
the spin-orbital excitation operators eaT and eliT, the spin· 
coupled operators Eat may be used from the outset. Since 
the Hamiltonian is spin free, 1'1 + 1'2 built in this way will 
certainly span the first order interacting space. This ap
proach has been described by Janssen and Schaefer18 and is 
also implicit in the symmetry adapted cluster (SAC) treat
ment of Nakatsuji et al. 19-

21 However, the rigorous appli
cation of this approach is quite complicated; e.g., explicit 
orbital based equations appear to terminate after only the 
eighth power of some parts of l' in the expansion of the 
exponential operator. 18 Although ultimately such a theory 
might be expected to be optimal, both in its symmetry 
properties and its efficiency, it is probably too difficult to 
program in full; this is particularly true when it is consid
ered that the energy gradient will be even more compli
cated. There are also other approaches which attempt to 
retain the spin-orbital formulation, while partially correct
ing the spin contamination through a projection opera
torY 

Recently, a novel approach to the open shell CCSD 
problem has been presented, in which it appears possible to 
begin to approach the efficiency of the closed shell meth
ods, while retaining the simplicity of the spin-orbital for
mulation.22,23 In this letter, it is shown how the spin
orbital formulation can be adapted such that its cost is 
identical to an equivalent closed shell calculation in the 
limit of a large number of closed shell orbitals. There is no 
need to invoke the new concepts of rotated spin functions 
introduced in Refs. 22 and 23, and the theory presented is 
a true CCSD theory in the sense that 1''1'0 spans the first 

order interacting space and is a spin eigenfunction. Some 
spin contamination remains, but it is argued that its effects 
are acceptably small. 

II. THE SPIN-oRBITAL CCSD EQUATIONS FOR RHF 
ORBITALS 

The spin-orbital CCSD equations (4)-(6) have been 
given by several authors in explicit form.3,4,13,22 In the fol
lowing, we briefly summarize the working equations for 
the case of a spin restricted high spin, open shell Hartree
Fock (RHF) reference function. Since in this case only a 
single set of orbitals is used for a and (3 spin, only one set 
of two-electron integrals is needed, and the equations can 
be formulated explicitly for the different spin combina
tions. In order to distinguish from calculations based on an 
unrestricted Hartree-Fock (UHF) reference wave func
tion, we will denote this method RHF-UCCSD. As in con
figuration interaction5,24,25 and closed shell coupled cluster 
theories,5,8 the equations are compactly written in matrix 
form, which is also computationally most appropriate. Our 
equations are in principle equivalent to the ones given by 
Scuseria,13 but it should be noted that the latter contains 
several misprints. 

I~~.he f~llowing, tilde represents pure alpha quantities, 
e.g., T'/g= t'"J;; overbar represents pure beta quantities, e.g., 

t~b=ll/j; and without anything repre.§.ents mixed quantities 
with alpha labels first, e.g., T~b=t'lb' Upper case letters 
denote matrices and lower case letters denote column vec
tors; different vectors and matrices will be distinguished by 
superscripts, which always correspond to occupied orbit
als. For computational convenience, all matrices are de
fined in an orthogonal basis spanned by the singly occupied 
and virtual orbitals. This space is denoted by the labels 
a,b, ... . The occupied (internal) orbitals will be denoted by 
the indices i,j, ... ; note that the two spaces overlap in the 
space of singly occupied orbitals, which are denoted by the 
labels I,U,V ... . The Pauli principle requires that amplitudes 
correspo~ding to excitations into open shell a orbitals van
ish, i.e., fr=O, r1t=o, T%=O, etc. Arbitrary orbitals will 
be labeled by the indices p, q, r, and s. 

The alpha and beta Fock matrices are defined as 

F rs=Hrs+ I [2(rs!ll) - (rills)] + I [(rs! tt) - (rt! ts)], 
I t 

(8) 

Frs=Hrs+ I [2(rs!ll)-(rllls)] + I (rs!tt), (9) 
I t 

where Hr. is the matrix element of the one-electron Hamil
tonian and (pq! rs) is the two-electron integral. The two
electron integrals with two occupied orbitals are repre
sented as the matrices of internal Coulomb and exchange 
operators 

~i= (ab! kl), 

K~i= (ak!lb), 

(10) 

(11 ) 

and the integrals with three occupied orbital by the vectors 
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(12) 

The integrals with three and four external orbitals enter via 
the operators 

cr c 

K(Ei)ab= L (arlbc)E'~= L (ailbc)~, (14) 
cr c 

K(jjii)rs= L (rclds)jji~, (15) 
cd 

where 

E'~=sit (16) 

and jji~ are modified coefficient matrices, which will be 
defined below. The operators J(Ei), K(Ei), K(fji), and 
K( d i ) are defined analogously. As discussed in Ref. 8, 
these operators can be computed directly from the atomic 
orbital (AO) integrals, which makes p,.9ssible integral
direct implementations. The quantities fk and K(Dij)k 
represent the kth columns of the matrices F and K(jjii), 
respectively. 

For computational convenience, we introduce modified 
coefficient matrices 

Bik=ffik+??t -feft, 

Uk=!Tik+f?t, 

C k= Tik+??t -feft, 

Ck= Tik+f?t, 

jjii = Ci +ei +Ejit _Eilt _Eii, 

IYi=Ci+Ei+Eiit. 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

Note that Uk is defined totally antisymmetric, in contrast 
to the corresponding quantities in previous formula
tions.4•13 

Using the above definitions, and assuming summations 
over repeated indices, the correlation energy is given by 

E-Eo=Tr[ (tCi +!Ci +Ci)Kii] + 1it?+ ]it"ji. (23) 

The residual vectors and matrices, which must vanish at 
convergence, are given by 

II = S'-Pikfe+ Ti"r*+ Tikr", (24) 

iI=i-PiJk+ tikr" + Tktt;:k, (25) 

'0i =Jreii -Kii+K(iii) +aij,J3cl+(}i +Giit, (26) 

jiii =Jreii _Kii+K( jjii) +iiii,k/:"l+ {ii + (jiit, (27) 

0 i =Kii +K(Dii) +aii,kli'l+GiJ +G1it. (28) 

The Gii matrices are given by 

i}i= TiiX - [K(jjii)k+k"ik_kJik]fct -jjikCkJ 

(29) 

Gi}=TiiX _ [K(IYi)k+kiik]?t -PikCki +S't1t 
+ rikykJ + Tikyki _ TkJiki, (30) 

where Piy4iJ =~~~ -Aji. }'he matrices (]ii and di can be 
obtained from GIl and GIl, respectively, by exchanging !ilde 
and overbar quanjities and replacing Tkl, Dkl, and ykl by 
Tlkt, Dlkt, and ykl and vice versa. Similar rules hold for the 
beta-beta or beta-alpha counterparts of the intermediate 
quantities given below. 

The intermediate quantities are the scalars 

aij,kl=K~/+ (klkitfJ) + (kkIJtf) +iTr(CJKlk ), (31) 

aiJ,kl=KiJt+ (k1kittJ) + (kklitf) + Tr( CiKlk) , (32) 

Pik=Fjk+ (?tjk) + Tr[ (CI+c'I)Klk] 

(33) 

vectors 

(34) 

S'=? + (H -At)? +K( jjik + dk)k _ (rkl + Tkl)klki, 
(35) 

and matrices 

A =Klk(Tlk+ Tlk)t, 

i =F _A+J(Ekk+Ekk) _K(Ekk) -T*fct, 

(36) 

(37) 

yki =Kki -f<J +K(iki) _J(EkJ) + Kkl(iii + oj/t) 

_KlkBlJ + (k1ki _kkli)?t + 19t , (38) 

ykJ =Kk) +K(Ek}) + Kkl( jjll + Ol}) _Klk Olj 

_kklJtt + jktJt, (39) 

i k} =f<} +J(Ek}) _ (Klk Oll+klkFjlt). (40) 

In deriving the above equations, we have used the relation 

[ t K(jjik+Dik)kL = [ t K(Ck+c'k)k+Kik(fe+1) 

-.rk1L+[(F-H)?]a, (41) 

which makes it possible to use a single set of external ex
change operators for each pair. This is most important if 
the external exchange operators are computed directly 
from the two-electron integrals in the AO basis. These 
relations hold only for a complete set of pair functions; for 
calculations in which selected electron pairs are correlated, 
corrections to the last term of Eq. (41) are necessary. 

For a linear (spin-unrestricted) wave function I'IICI) 

=(1+1'1+1'z) 1%), with 1'1 and 1'z constructed from 
the operators and amplitUdes used in the above approach, 
the expectation value of 82 is given by (summation over all 
indices is implied) 

A Z (.!l~)2+ (K~~)2+ (&~r)2 
('IIcl IS I'IICI)=M(M+ 1) + ('II

cI
I'II

CI
) 

(42) 
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with 

(\IIC! I \IIcI) = 1 + (1,;)2+ (~)2+ (T~t)2 

+! [(T~)2+(T%)2], (43) 

(44) 

(45) 

(46) 

Here and in the following section, the indices t,u,v, ... are 
used to denote orbitals lying in the singly occupied space; 
a,b,c ... denote only the external orbitals; i,j,k ... denote true 
closed shell orbitals; p,q denote closed and open shell oc
cupied orbitals; and r,s denote open shell and external or
bitals. 

III. PARTIALLY SPIN ADAPTED COUPLED CLUSTER 
THEORY 

As discussed in Sec. I, the above equations are ob
tained by using a cluster operator and projection set which 
span the first order interacting space generated by the op
erators eaT, eaT, e{jjbj, eajb]' and ea#b]' In fully spin cou
pled theory,18 it is recognized that the Hamiltonian oper
ator is spin free, and therefore these operators may be 
replaced by the smaller set Eai , Eal , Eli, and their prod-

ucts. A simpler theory, including some but not all of the 
spin coupling, may be obtained by using the operators Eai , 
eat' ~, and their products; because the orbitals tjJf are 
occupied and cf/l are unoccupied in \110' the wave function 
should be spin adapted for CISD configuration expansions 
which are linear in these operators, but not for the nonlin
ear CCSD case, where products of t can give a spin con
taminated contribution to the wave function, as discussed 
in Sec. I. This ansatz has been suggested previously and is 
denoted "partially spin adapted" (PSA) CCSD by Janssen 
and Schaefer. IS In Ref. 18, it was suggested that this 
scheme might be used in conjunction with a basis of spin 
adapted excited states, or a suitable projection operator in 
order to avoid the spin contamination problem. It is sug
gested here that this approach be adopted without projec
tion operators; for large scale calculations, an explicit or
bital based method is absolutely necessary, since methods 
which rely on explicit computation of spin function algebra 
will always be too slow. Some spin contamination remains, 
but this will only negligibly influence the computed ener
gies. 

We note further that the suggestion to use Eai , eat'~' 
and all their binary products, given explicitly in Eq. (3.23) 
of Ref. 18, as the basis for the t operator is not quite 
correct. On applying the Hamiltonian operator to the RHF 
reference wave function, we obtain 

A { doc soc_ doc vir 1 __ A soc vir_ 1 doc soc 

HI \110) = ERHF + ~ LFlk"+ ~ L "2 (Fai+Fai)Eai+ L LFaht+"2 ~ L (tiluj)ee!ii] 
I I I a I a IJ Iu 

doc vir soc 1 doc vir doc soc vir 1 soc vir 

+ L L L (ai luj)Ea#ii]+"2 L L (ail bj) Ea;Ebj + L L L (at lbj)eatEbj+"2 L L (atlbu)eatebu 
ij a u ij ab i I ab lu ab 

The coefficients of eaT and eaT- Fa; and Fai , respectively
differ by the open shell exchange l:~(atl ti), and so to 
span the first order space, it is necessary to use both e{jTand 
eaT, not just Eai . However, the same integrals also appear as 
the coefficients of the diagonal "semi-internal" double ex
citations eafrtI. The net result is that there are two inde
pendent interacting spin eigenfunctions for the spatial con
figuration" ·il 

•. ·tl 
•• 'a l

, which may be generated by the 
operators eai+eaTand eaf?iT-!eaT+!eiiT; in principle, any lin
ear combination of these two would also suffice, but this 
choice gives two first order interacting configurations 
which are mutually orthogonal. Thus a correct set of op
erators, which exactly spans the first order interacting 
space, is 

(48) 

(47) 

Using these operators, the cluster operator t can be writ
ten in the form 
" _ -- "_ - ,.. _ ij A ,.. _ i}"''' ;)'" lit. 

T - tl'J?ap + r hi+ T luerl! iij + T a'rEaFt} + T abEaiE bj 

+ T
lj A.,..i- + Tlj A _A _+ Ttu A _A_ 
abeat'-"bj auej/teiij abeatebu (49) 

with the restrictions 

(50) 

(51) 

Equating t to the corresponding spin unrestricted cluster 
operator used in Sec. II yields the additional relations 

T-ij-Tij 
tu- tu' 

(52) 

(53) 
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T-U - Tij _ Tji 
ar- ar ar· 

(54) 

(55) 

Setting further fr=~?r and t~=~t:z, we obtain a unique set of 
amplitudes T':f(p>q) and If. to be solved for (note that for 
p=q, the matrices TPP are symmetric and only the ele
ments TPJ with r>s are independent parameters). The 
number of independent amplitudes is exactly the same as in 
a fully spin adapted formulation and about three times 
smaller than in the spin-unrestricted theory of Sec. II. 
From Eq. (42), it is obvious that a linear wave function 
'l'RCISO= (I + i') 1 '110>, with coefficients which satisfy Eqs. 
(50)-(55), is fully spin adapted. Thus, spin cont{lmination 
in the coupled cluster wave function 'l'RcCSo=eTI'I'o> can 
arise only via products of the cluster amplitudes. 

A corresponding minimal set of coupled equations can 
be obtained by projecting the Schr6dinger equation onto 
the space of functions generated by applying the operators 
( 48) to the reference function '1'0' Since the configurations 
obtained in this way are not orthonormal, it is more con
venient to project the Schrodinger equation onto the equiv
alent contravariant space,5,B defined such that its members 
<1>; and <1>~ satisfy 

(<1>;11'1 '1'0> =~, (56) 

(<1>~I1'I'I'o>=Y~ (57) 

with 

ypq=~( Tpq+ t pq+2Tpq+2Tqpt + TM + Tqp). (58) 

Here we assume that all elements of the matrices Tpq, tpq, 
and Tpq, which correspond to exclusion principle violating 
configurations, are zero. Insertion of Eqs. (52)-(55) into 
Eq. (58) shows that each unique element Yfi is propor
tional to a coefficient T':f with a particular normalization 
factor, namely, 

crti ITti 
J au='j au' 

crit _Tti 
J ab- 00' (59) 

Note that ypq = yqpf, while a corresponding relation is 
not valid for the original Tpq. In the following, it will be 
convenient to use the renormalized coefficients Y':f as a set 
of independent parameters. The contravariant functions 
which satisfy Eqs. (56)-(58) are 

<I>;=~EIpI 'l'o}, 

<I>~=~(2E~sq+Es~rq) 1 'I'o}. 

(60) 

(61) 

The resulting set of partially spin adapted coupled cluster 
equations is derived straightforwardly by making appropri
ate linear combinations of the residual vectors and matri
ces given in Eqs. (24)-(28) and replacing #,;, 7,., TPJ, and 
t% by the relations given in Eqs. (50)-(55) and (59). In 
terms of the quantities in Eqs. (24)-(28), the partially 
spin adapted residuals take the general form 

(62) 

rpq=i( VM+ VM+2vP'l+2V'1Pt + V'1P+ vM) (p>q). 
(63) 

As above for the coefficient vectors and matrices, we as
sume that all elements of the vectors 1J' and if and matrices 
VM, VM, and V1"I, which correspond to exclusion principle 
violating configurations, are zero. 

In the following, we will present the explicit equations 
for the computationally most demanding cases. The theory 
will be presented in full detail elsewhere.26 For the sake of 
simplicity in later expressions, we define 

(64) 

ypq,-I=~(Tpq+2Tqpt + TNt -tpq-2Tpq-Tqp). 
(65) 

Note that the elements of these vectors and matrices can be 
expressed in terms of the independent parameters t",1 and 
ypq,l. In particular, ~-I = - }:tT~1' ~-I = t~1 =~t:" 4- 1 

= - 41 = -!?r. For convenience, we also set t",1 = t" and 
y ij,l=yU. Corresponding matrices '7ff ij ,/l- and fiJij,/l- are 
defined similarly. The residual for the single excitations 
now takes the simple form 

uP =~, 1_ {3pq'/l-~'/l-+ (2ypq,fL - yqp,fL) ~'fL, (66) 

where summation over fl = ± I is implied. The intermedi
ate quantities are defined as 

A/l- = Kqp(2ypq,/l- _ yqp,/l-) , 

FfL=~(F +flF ) , 

(67) 

(68) 

jP,fL=!(jp+fllp), (69) 

rP'fL= JP'fL+ [(1 +1L)Kpq-Kqp]~'fL, (70) 

l+fl I-fl 
~'fL = JP'fL + Htp,fL _ --Avt tp,v ___ Avt tp, - v 

2 2 

+ [2K(fiJ qp,fLt) -K(fiJpq,fLt) F 

(71) 

I+fl I-fl 
{3 =F +-- tp,vt IY/,v +-- t",vt IY/,-V + Tr[ (2Yff rp,fL pq,/l- pq,fL 2 r 2 r 

- '7ffpr,fL) Kqr] + f,/l-t [ (I +fl)krqp _kqrp]. (72) 

In the closed shell case, all I, - I and yi), - I are zero and 
only the fl= 1 terms survive. The equations are then iden
tical to those given in Ref. 8. At first sight, it appears as if 
the computational effort would be twice as large in the 
open shell case, since all quantities are needed for fl = ± I. 
However, this is not quite true, since 

y~b-I=O. (73) 

Hence, the costly matrix operations in Eqs. (67) and (71) 
involve only the small rectangular blocks y~,-I and 
y1,,-I. The most expensive contributions in the above 
equations are the operators K(fiJij,l)rp, which require of 
the order of N 3m3 operations. The additional exchange 
operators K(fiJi},-I) require much less effort, since they 
can be written as 
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K(Pflij,-I)rp= L ~~b-l(ralbp) + L [Pfl~i-I(raltp) 
ab at 

+Pfl%,-I (rtlap)] + L Pfl%,-I(rtl Up) 
tu 

= L ~~b-l(ralbp)+ L.f!aPfl~i-1 
ab ta 

+ L Kt;;Pfl%,-i. 
Is 

Using 

,~ij,-l =t.,ltj,-l_!t.,-ltj,i_'l,.tj,-ll.,l 
T!J ab a b 3 a b 3 a b , 

(74) 

(75) 

K(t;/ti,-l)rs= L 1,;1 L ti,-l(ralbs), (76) 
a b 

the contribution of the integrals with three external orbit
als can be written as 

L ~~r 1 (ra I bp) =K«f,ltj,-lt)ext)rp 
ab 

_~K«tj'lf'-lt) ) 3 ext pr 

(77) 

The coefficients a'/j,pq and Yij,pq are linear combinations of 
aij,pq' aij,pq' and aij,pq given in Eqs. (31) and (32). For 
instance, for i, j, k, and I closed, one obtains 

a:r kZ=-6i(a .. kl-a··lk+ a .. kl- a ··lk+2a ·· kl+ 2a "lk 'l, lj, IJ, 'l, lj, lj, JI, 

+aji,kZ+ajj,lk), 

a-:-:kZ=-9
i
(a .. kZ-a··lk+ a ·· kl-a"lk-aj' kl- a "lk IJ, ll, ll, IJ, IJ, j, l', 

+ aji,kl+aij,Zk), (80) 

y .. kl=-6i(a" kZ-a··lk-a.· kl+a··lk+2a·· kl-2a "Zk lj, lj, Ij, 'j, lj, I}, ll, 

+aji,kl-aij,Zk)' 

These terms require only small computational effort and 
are not further considered in this paper. The intermediate 
matrices X, yPj, and zpj are defined as 

i - - -
Xcb=z(X +X)cb, Xtb=Xtb , (81) 

Y!l=H ykJ + ykj + ykj + ykj)cb, 

ytjb=!( ytJ + yrj)Cb, ytjb=O, (82) 

where the subscript "ext" indicates that only the external 
parts of the matrix are involved. The evaluation of the 
operators K«t,ltj,-lt)ext)rs corresponds to a generalized 
partial integral transformation. Since either r or s is inter
nal, it requires only of the order of N 3m2 operations, as 
compared to the N 3m3 operations needed to compute the 
operators K(Pflij,l)rp-

The residuals for the double excitations can be derived 
along similar lines, but quite a large number of cases ap
pear and it is difficult to formulate them compactly. Here, 
we will concentrate on the case for excitations from closed 
shell orbitals into virtual orbitals. Clearly, for large basis 
sets and only a few open shell orbitals, these will be com
putationally most demanding. All further terms will in
volve at least one open shell shell index, and therefore, one 
fewer virtual or closed shell index, and will require only 
little additional computational cost. 

The residuals r~b can be written as 

rij =KJ +K(Pflij,l) +a:r ~pq,l+a-:-: ti',-ltq,-l ab ab ab 'j,pq ab 'j,Wa b 

with 

Gij rvii 
+ ab+u-ba 

z~l =i( ykJ + ykj _ ykj - ykj +2Zkj +2Zkj )cb, 

z:i=~( ykj - ykj +2Zkj )ub' 

Z%=1( ytJ - yrj +2Zj )cb' Z~b=Z~b' 

(78) 

(83) 

Explicit forms of these quantities can be obtained straight
forwardly by inserting the quantities given in Eqs. (38)
(40). As examples, we present the external blocks of the 
matrices X, ykj, and Zkj, 

(84) 

(85) 

z~l= [J"j +J(Ekj) _Kpkfljpj _kPkjtp,lt _Yk,-ltj,-lt]cb, 

(86) 

with 

Ekj =!(Ekj +Ekj), 

filJpj =!( BPj + jjPj + RiFt + ]]pj), 

(87) 

(88) 
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ljpj=~(Bjpt +JJPj - 'jPj -jjPj +2BjP+2JJPjt). (89) 

The forms of Eqs. (85) and (86) are identical to the closed 
shell ones presented in Ref. 8, except for the last term in 
zkj

, which disappears in the closed shell case. 
In the above treatment, all quantities can be expressed 

by the minimal set of cluster amplitudes tp and ypq. Most 
numerical factors appearing in the open shell equations 
have been incorporated in the definitions of these matrices 
[cf. Eqs. (58) and (59)], which leads to equations which 
are very similar to the closed shell case. The only difference 
between the closed and open shell cases is the appearance 
of the quantities for f.L = - 1. In the closed shell case, the 
latter quantities vanish and all equations reduce to those 
given in Ref. 8. As compared to a closed shell calculation, 
all additional terms in the equations scale in cost as the first 
or higher power of the number of open shell orbitals, and 
therefore require only small additional computation time. 
In particular, the number of matrix multiplications appear
ing in Eqs. (79), (85), and (86) is the same in the open 
and closed shell cases, namely, 4m3

• Also, in both cases, 
only one external exchange operator K(~ij) is needed per 
pair. Since these are the only terms which scale with Jt-m2

, 

their evaluation takes most of the time in calculations with 
large basis sets. This means that in the limit of a large 
number of closed shell orbitals, and for large atomic basis 
sets, the cost of evaluating the residuals is virtually the 
same as for a corresponding fully closed shell calculation. 
As compared to the spin-unrestricted method described in 
Sec. II, the reduction in computer time should be almost a 
factor of 3. Thus the formulation presented here may be 
considered to be optimally efficient. It should also be noted 
that the most significant savings in computational cost can 
be achieved by implementing only the simple equations 
(79) and (84)-(86), which are similar to the closed shell 
case. The remaining terms which involve open shell orbit
als can be calculated without much overhead from the 
quantities explicitly given in Sec. II. 

Partial reduction of the t operator towards the mini
mum required to span the first order space has been de
scribed by Jayatilaka and Lee.2

2,23 Their approach, involv
ing rotation of the spin space for the open shell orbitals, 
amounts to linearly combining the spin-orbital excitation 
operators, as also occurs in this work, followed by recog
nition that certain of the rotated operators cause excita
tions on '1'0 which do not lie in the first order space. How
ever, in that work, the number of independent amplitudes 
to be solved for and the computational effort are approxi
mately half that of the general spin-unrestricted formula
tion, compared with the optimum factor of t which appears 
in the formulation which we are recommending. Further
more, the resulting equations as given explicitly in the Ap
pendix of Ref. 23 are extremely complex. We therefore 
believe that our method is not only more efficient, but also 
simpler to implement. 

IV. TEST CALCULATIONS 

In this section, we will investigate the effect of spin 
contamination in the unrestricted (RHF-VCCSD) and 

partially restricted (RCCSD) methods. At present, we are 
not able to compare our partially spin-restricted CCSD 
with a fully spin-coupled approach. However, a good indi
cation of the importance of spin contamination can be ob
tained by comparing the unrestricted and partially spin
restricted methods and by computing the expectation value 
of 82 as defined in Eq. (42). As mentioned earlier, for 
linear configuration expansions (CISD), our new ap
proach is fully spin adapted and yields identical results to 
other CI methods which use the first-order interacting 
space as a basis.25 In our partially spin adapted RCCSD 
method, spin contamination can only occur via nonlinear 
terms in the wave function. Accordingly, the spin contam
ination computed from Eq. (42) is always zero for the 
RCISD and RCCSD methods. However, as discussed in 
Sec. II, spin contamination can occur in the linear terms of 

TABLE I. A comparison of RCCSD and RHF-UCCSD spectroscopic 
constants" for some diatomic molecules. 

Molecule Methodb Ere (a.u.) re (A) Be We w"x, 

CH 
RHF - 38.279 332 0 1.1039 14.881 3044.0 55.3 
UCCSD -38.413 323 6 1.1183 14.499 2871.1 63.2 
RCCSD -38.413 1386 1.1182 14.501 2871.9 63.1 
Exp." 1.1199 14.457 2858.5 63.0 

NH 
RHF - 54.977 552 4 1.0175 17.322 3548.7 66.1 
UCCSD -55.1470784 1.0346 16.753 3308.9 77.4 
RCCSD - 55.146 686 7 1.0343 16.762 3313.5 76.7 
Exp.c 1.0362 16.699 3282.3 78.3 

OH 
RHF -75.421 275 1 0.9494 19.727 4056.2 74.7 
UCCSD - 75.650265 2 0.9668 19.023 3783.5 83.9 
RCCSD - 75.650033 4 0.9667 19.027 3785.5 83.6 
Exp.c 0.9697 18.911 3737.8 84.9 

CN 
RHF -92.2282372 1.1273 2.053 2453.8 1l.8 
UCCSD -92.564 364 4 1.1646 1.924 2146.6 12.3 
RCCSD -92.563 161 3 1.1640 1.925 2148.6 12.7 
Exp." 1.1718 1.8997 2068.6 13.1 

NO 
RHF -129.301 4902 1.1125 1.824 2247.6 12.0 
UCCSD - 129.724 332 3 1.1439 1.726 1986.6 13.0 
RCCSD -129.7237300 1.1435 1.727 1992.1 12.8 
Exp." 1.1508 1.696 1904.1 14.1 

CF 
RHF -137.230372 0 1.2518 1.463 1409.0 11.1 
UCCSD -137.620052 6 1.2705 1.420 1331.6 10.5 
RCCSD -137.619691 7 1.2705 1.420 1331.4 10.5 
Exp." 1.2718 1.417 1308.1 11.1 

O2 

RHF -149.6696377 1.1511 1.591 2006.0 9.5 
UCCSD -150.1417338 1.1970 1.471 1677.8 10.3 
RCCSD -150.140 618 4 1.1965 1.473 1680.3 10.3 
Exp." 1.2075 1.446 1580.2 12.0 

"All values in cm- 1 unless otherwise noted; UCCSD denotes unrestricted 
coupled cluster with RHF reference. 

bAll results for Dunning (Ref. 27) VQZ basis (5s4p3d2 j/4s3p2d). 
"Reference 28. 
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FIG. 1. Spin contamination in RHI.:-UCCSD calculations on CN. The 
deviation of the expectation value of S2 [given by Eq. (42)] from S(S + 1) 
is plotted against bond length R/bohr. 

the RHF-UCISD and RHF-UCCSD wave functions, and 
AZ 

the expectation value of S -Ms{Ms+ 1) can be used as a 
measure of the importance of this effect. 

In order to compare the RHF-UCCSD and RCCSD 
methods, we have computed potential energy functions for 
a number of diatomic molecules. For each molecule, the 
energies were evaluated at ten geometries, and spectro
scopic constants were obtained from polynomial fits of the 
eighth degree. Variations of the fit had negligible effect on 

D ·,27 l'd the results. As bases, we used unmng s po anze 
correlation-consistent valence quadruple sets (5s4p3d2 f 
for C N 0 and F and 4s3p2d for H). For the RHF-, " ,.. 
UCCSD method, the S2 expectation values as defined in 
Eq. (42) have also been computed. 

The results are summarized in Table I. It is found that 
in all cases, the differences between both methods are fairly 
small. In most cases, the RCCSD yields energies which are 
less than 0.5 mhartree higher than the RHF-UCCSD 
method. Only for CN and O2 , larger differences of 1.2 and 
1.1 mhartrees, respectively, are found. However, even in 
these cases, the potential energy functions are closely par
allel, as indicated by the similarity of the spectroscopic 
constants. Even in the case of CN, where spin contamina
tion is known to be strong in second-order unrestricted 
M0ller-Plesset (UMP2) treatments, the We values differ by 
less than 5 em -1. It should be noted that the intent of these 
calculations was not to reproduce the experimental data as 
accurately as possible. As is well known, connected triple 
excitations and also g functions, which were not included 
in the present calculations, make a significant contribution. 
Therefore, at present, no conclusion is possible about the 
question which method gives better agreement with exper
iment in the limit of converged basis sets. It can be con
cluded, however, that our new RCCSD method yields very 
similar results to the RHF-UCCSD method, which is com
putationally three times more demanding. It is very likely 
that the effect of the remaining spin contamination in the 
RCCSD wave function is negligibly small. 

Figure 1 shows for the RHF-UCCSD method the ap-

TABLE II. Singlet-triplet splittings" for CHz. 

Basisb RHF UCCSD RCCSD 

VDZ (3s2pld/2s1p) 25.40 12.78 12.64 
VTZ (4s3p2dlJ/3s2pld) 25.07 11.15 10.95 
VQZ (5s4p3d2 Jlg/4s3p2dlJ) 24.87 10.52 10.30 
V5Z (6s5p4d3f2g/5s4p3d2 J) 24.79 10.34 10.12 
V5Z (6s5p4d3j2g1h/5s4p3d2 fig) 24.79 10.30 10.08 

A VDZ (4s3p2d/3d2p) 24.25 11.27 11.11 
A VTZ (5s4p3d2 J / 4s3p2d) 24.69 10.58 10.37 
A VQZ (6s5p4d3 j2g/5s4p3d2 J ) 24.74 10.32 10.10 
AV5Z (7s6p5d4f3g/6s5p4d3J) 24.75 10.27 10.05 

"All values in kcaVmol; UCCSD denotes unrestricted coupled cluster 
with RHF reference. 

bCorrelation consistent polarized valence basis sets of Dunning (Ref. 
27). The AVxZ basis sets are derived from the VxZ basis by adding one 
diffuse function of each type (Ref. 29). 

proximate spin contamination S2_MS{Ms+ 1) for the 
CN radial as a function of the bond distance R. The S2 
expectation value has been computed according to Eq. 
(42), and hence only the linear terms in the wave function 
are included. It is found that the spin contamination in
creases monotonically up to R = 2.5 bohr; for longer dis
tances, it first decreases and then steeply increases. This 
behavior is attributed to strong changes of the electronic 
structure in this region. Apparently, the RHF-UCCSD ap
proximation works well as long as the spin adapted RHF 
determinant dominates the wave function, but breaks 
down if further open shell configurations become impor
tant. 

As another test, we computed the singlet-triplet split
ting of CH2 using both methods. The correlation consistent 
basis sets of Dunning27 were employed, which allow a sys
tematic study of the basis set convergence. From the con
vergence pattern seen in Table II, we expect the results 
obtained with the largest basis sets to be within 0.1 kcal/ 
mol of the basis set limits. Again, the differences between 
the RHF-UCCSD and RCCSD methods are quite 
small-in fact, in most cases, smaller than the basis set 
error. Since the triplet state is lower in energy than the 
singlet state and the RCCSD correlation energy is smaller 
than the RHF-UCCSD correlation energy, the RCCSD 
splitting is about 0.2 kcal/mol smaller than the RHF
UCCSD one. The final RCCSD value of 10.0 kcal/mol is 
still significantly above the experimental value of 9.0 kcal! 
mol. The remaining error is mainly attributed to the con
tributions of connected triple excitations, which were not 
included in the present set of calculations. 

Since we have not yet fully implemented the RCCSD 
equations, we have simulated the new method by using the 
RHF-UCCSD method with the restrictions in Eqs. (50)
(55). The development of a new RCCSD program is in 
progress at present, and more applications and timing data 
will be presented in a future publication.26 
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